Extend your reach with the most extensive
private network in Canada
Secure and cost-effective IP VPN access options
IP VPN service from Bell is a wide area network (WAN)
solution delivered over a single and secure leading North
American MPLS network. It allows you to easily and
affordably connect your customers to their clients to share
voice, data and video across Canada, the U.S. and/or
around the world.
With our IP VPN service, you receive the quality, reliability,
security and scalability of the most extensive private IPbased network in Canada.
Bell now offers three new access options to help your
customers quickly and cost-effectively connect to our IP
VPN/MPLS network. The access options include a wireline
option – Value IP Sec (DSL) and two wireless options Value HSPA and Enhanced HSPA.

Wireline access
Our Value IP VPN IP Sec (DSL) is a cost-effective solution
that ensures data confidentiality via encrypted IP Sec
tunnels through the Internet for secure access to our IP
VPN/MPLS private network. This affordable, fully-managed
and secure solution is ideal for organizations leveraging
Point of Sale (PoS), digital signage and physical security
technologies.

Wireless access
IP VPN Value HSPA and Enhanced HSPA options offer IP
Sec encrypted primary and backup service to our IP VPN/
MPLS network.
These cost-effective, high-bandwidth options combine the
strength, reliability and reach of our MPLS network with our
HSPA 3G wireless network. Our wireless options extend the
reach of our IP VPN network from coast-to-coast in Canada,
ensuring maximum service availability to businesses with
branch offices in remote areas.
HSPA-based wireless access options also provide
a diversity option on a completely separate access
infrastructure to ensure enhanced protection for mission
critical data. They offer a choice of fully integrated HSPA
primary wireless and backup accesses.

For more information visit wholesale.bell.ca

Benefits
Data confidentiality: Improved security with the latest IP Sec
encryption technologies
Extended coverage: Connectivity in remote locations in
Canada with over 93% national coverage
Reliable: Network reliability and up-time with multiple
gateways and paths between customer sites and MPLS
network
Cost-effective: No construction or backhaul charges
Faster provisioning: Supports temporary event connectivity,
accelerates setup and time to market
Fully integrated support: End-to-end network management
and monitoring

About Bell Wholesale
Bell Wholesale provides national and international clients
industry leading voice, broadband and IP wholesale solutions
from across Canada and from key points in the United States.
We understand the needs of our clients who come from a
variety of markets: inter-exchange carriers, local exchange
carriers, wireless service providers, resellers, Internet Service
Providers, telcos and cablecos.
Our comprehensive portfolio of wholesale products and
services demonstrates our commitment to providing solutions
that will help your customers grow their business and enable
their success.

